A new motor model representing the stretch-induced force enhancement and shortening-induced force depression in skeletal muscle.
A motor model that consists of two Maxwell elements with a force generator and one Voigt element is proposed in this paper. The motor model can achieve a hyperbolic force-velocity relation when we alter weight functions applied to the Maxwell elements and the force generator. Rate coefficients are introduced to determine the weight function and to improve the motor performance and the time course of the motor force. The weight functions are used as a controller of the motor. We assume that the mechanical impulse applied to the motor affects the rate coefficients and found that the amount of the mechanical impulse is related to the amount of force depression following motor shortening and to the amount of force enhancement following motor stretching. The time courses of the motor force following shortening and stretching quantitatively resemble those in other muscle experiments. The maximum energy efficiency of the motor that we obtained was 50% with an ATP hydrolysis type and 25% with an AC-DC motor type.